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。 第二节 例解 套路1

______________________________________（引出论点） A

case in point is _________________________（例证一）. As

another instance, ______________（例证二）. If one more

example were needed, I could mention

_______________________（例证三）.

_____________________________（总结） 习作 Failure

Precedes Every Success Given the state of current affairs, it might be

helpful to remember that a common link between all of us is that we

have all experienced some type of "failure" or setbacks in our own

lives. How we define failure is a different matter. Each of us has a

choice. We can let circumstances rule our lives, or we can adapt and

learn from these circumstances, no matter how severe they may seem

and live our lives with purpose, focus and fulfillment. Many people

that are now recognized as "successful" were once failures. Lets look

at several of them and learn from their experiences. A case in point is

John F Kennedy who lost the election for freshman class president at

Harvard. As another instance, Walt Disney was dyslexic as a child

and his first cartoon production company went bankrupt. If one

more example were needed, I could mention Michael Jordan who



was cut from his high schools varsity football team as a sophomore.

These are just a few examples millions of people who overcame

supposed "failures" and have gone to great successes. What made ?

They had a passion, a to keep going. Thats what makes the

difference. 列举方法 套路1 It is reported that ______________(现

象) The problem is so serious that we cannot turn a deaf to it any

more. To____________（解决什么）， we can adopt many

ways, among which the chief one is that

________________________________（第一种方法）Another

approach is ________________________________（第二种方

法）Finally, ________________________________（第三种方

法） These are not the best and the only three measures we can take.

But it should be noted that we should take strong actions to prohibit

________（解决所讨论的问题） 习作 How to Eliminate Fake

Diplomas It is reported that the flooding of fake diplomas is

becoming a serious problem recently. When employers lay much

emphasis on their candidates education background, different kinds

of fake diplomas appear in society. Its unfair that one fails to get his

job just because his rival has got a fake diploma or certificate.

Therefore, fake diplomas do harm to the job market. To stop this

phenomenon, we can adopt many ways, among which the chief one

is that companies and universities should have a close contact so that

the fake diplomas cannot play tricks. Another approach is that the

one who fabricates the fake diplomas should be severely punished by

law and totally exposed through media. Finally, the one who uses a

fake diploma in finding jobs should be disqualified from the job



market for at least three months. That maypunish him as a warning

to others. These are not the only three measures we can take. But it

should be noted that we should take strong actions to prohibit fake

diplomas. 套路2 It is known to us all that ________________（所

讨论主题的重要性）. Many ways can contribute to ___________

（达到的目的）, but the following ones may be most effective.

First of all, _________________________________（第一种方

法）. A further way _________________________________（第

二种方法）. Finally, _________________________________（

第三种方法）. These are not the only three ways we can take, but it

should be reminded that ______________________(提醒) 习作

How to Build a Good Personal Image It is known to us all that a

good personal image plays an important role in ones work and life. It

is easy for a person who has fair appearance and proper behaviors to

be accepted by the public. Many ways can contribute to establishing

a good personal image, but the following ones may be most effective.

First of all, people should bathe often, change their shirts and socks

after they take on any perspiration because the odor from a persons

body is offensive. A further way to build a good personal image is to

remember some regulations when one behaves in public places. They

include not speaking too loudly to interrupt others, not smoking to

offend others, not getting too close to others when in a queue of

crowded places, not blocking the way of others, and not having bad

smell to irritate others. Finally, people in different jobs have different

customs in dressing. If someone is doing physical labor, he is not

supposed to dress in a suit but in jeans and a T-shirt. White-collared



employees should dress formally at work, man in shirt or suit with

tie, woman in skirt. These are not the only three ways we can take,

but it should be reminded that if you have other good ways to build a

good personal image, please share with me so that all of us can

benefit more from them. {来源：考{试大} 套路3

________________________________（目前的现象及存在的

问题） The following ways may be helpful. First of all,

____________________________________（第一种方法）.

Another way ____________________________________（第二

种方法） Finally, it may also be wise

____________________________________（第三种方法）. In

conclusion, the ways I have mentioned above should never be

separated from each other. ________________________（展望）

习作 How to Succeed in a Job Interview Nowadays, many people

are looking forward to having a good job. However, a trouble always

bothers some of them. Thats interview. Its a bridge for interviewers

and candidates to know each other. The interviewer can take

advantage of this occasion to learn about the applicant, and the

interviewee can make use of the opportunity to know the job he is

going to take up. But how can one succeed in a job interview? The

following ways may be helpful. First of all, the interviewee should

make good preparation before an interview, including trying to

know about the company, thinking about what kind of questions

that the interviewer may ask. Besides, the interviewee has to pay

attention to his appearance since the first impression is always where

one starts. Another way to leave the interviewer a good impression is



that the interviewee must express himself clearly and confidently.

Finally, it may also be wise to be honest. As the old saying goes,

"Honesty is the best policy." If you say what you mean, you will be

trusted. In conclusion, the ways I have mentioned above should

never be separated from each other. If the interviewee makes full

preparation and gives a fairly confident performance, he or she will

be successful in a typical job interview. 相关推荐：#0000ff>2011年
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